K5 blazer transmission

Introduced to the Chevrolet line for the model year , the K5 Blazer was replaced for by the
Chevrolet Tahoe. In , GMC introduced its own model of the truck, called the Jimmy , which was
discontinued in and replaced by the Yukon. The "Jimmy" name was chosen to reflect how GM
may sound in a similar manner to how Jeep was thought to be a pronunciation of GP in the
competing market. The K5 Blazer and Jimmy had "full convertible" removable tops until For ,
GM introduced a half-cab design that was less prone to leaks and slightly safer in a roll-over.
The Blazer's long-wheelbase relative, with an integrated rear body and doors for 2nd row
passengers, is the Chevrolet Suburban. The original K5 was a short wheelbase truck. It was
available in model year as four-wheel drive only; for , a two-wheel drive model was offered.
There were four choices for power plants: the straight-6 , the straight-6 , the V8 , and the V8.
Both of these were originally aimed at the short Jeep CJ series, which were much smaller than
other trucks. The innovation of the Blazer was to simply offer a shortened pickup truck, which
both increased interior space, and lowered the cost of production with a shared platform. The
Blazer quickly became popular. For the first time, it married the off-road capabilities of the
Scout with the "luxury" features like air conditioning and automatic transmissions routinely
available on pickup trucks. By , the Blazer was already outselling both of its older rivals. Ford ,
Dodge , and even Jeep would counter with similar shortened pickups, with the Dodge
Ramcharger and Jeep Cherokee. It also came as a convertible. The two-wheel drive version
came with independent front suspension and rear trailing arms, both with coil springs. The
four-wheel drive version had a solid front axle and used leaf springs front and rear. Both
versions used drum brakes at all four corners until , when the entire GM light truck line got
standard front discs. A tachometer was optional. There was also a choice between a
three-speed automatic transmission Turbo Hydromatic TH , a three-speed manual transmission
, and a four-speed Synchromesh SM manual transmission, often referred to as the "granny
gear" due to its 6. Two transfer cases were offered: the Dana 20, available only with the manual
transmissions, or the NP , available with both types of transmissions. Production Totals : [
citation needed ]. For , GM's line of full-size trucks was redesigned and updated. A tilt-steering
wheel became optional. Until , the K5 had a removable convertible top. In , a half-cab design
was introduced and used until Although the GMT platform was introduced in the spring of as a
model, the K5 Blazer, Suburban, and crew-cab trucks retained the earlier platform until For in
late for models, the front grille was changed to resemble the squared-off ones used on the GMT
series of pickups. There is an overlap of bolt rears into the early '80s, while the bolt front axle
was phased into production in the late s. The second generation K5 models incorporated the
rear hatch glass and tailgate into a single unit, which allowed the glass panel to retract inside of
the tailgate by use of a manual crank mounted on the tailgate or an electric motor activated by a
key-operated switch on the tailgate and a dash-mounted switch. The weight of the large glass
panel was rumored to be a liability as the manual crank gears wore prematurely and the electric
motor was prone to frequent overheating and subsequent failure. This also included the electric
motor drive cable which goes to the window regulator to the motor similar in design to a
speedometer cable , which usually would fail under heavy abuse. Another feature of the K5
Blazer tailgate was the safety switch connected to the electric motor which prevented the rear
window from being raised if the tailgate was unlatched. Since in the wake of the Arab Oil
Embargo and the energy crisis , Chevrolet and GMC used the smaller displacement s with a 9.
These engines produced nearly as much torque as the , giving a similar driving feel. However,
these power plants were underpowered and prone to detonation engine knocking , especially
with the electronic spark control module. To achieve the 9. A majority of them are painted olive
drab green or in the woodland camouflage pattern, though some vehicles that saw desert use
were painted tan. All Ms, including its derivatives, are powered with the 6. Some
decommissioned Ms end up in law enforcement use e. After , when throttle-body injection was
introduced in the truck engines, the was made the standard power plant. More new features for
included a fixed mast antenna in place of the old windshield antenna, a trip odometer as part of
the gauge package cluster, and an improved pulse windshield wiper control. Also, helping to
reduce air leaks in the doors was a new door handle seal. The Blazer had new base and up-level
grilles, as well as new headlight bezels, body side moldings, and front bumper rub strips.
Corporate bolt axles were upgraded to 30 spline axle shafts from previous 28 spline. The
standard L05 5. For the model year, all Blazers now had a standard rear wheel anti-lock braking
system. A new electronic speedometer system, with a 6 digit odometer on the dashboard was
also introduced for , along with non-asbestos brake linings. A new brake warning light on the
dashboard was also introduced for The Blazer body also used double sided, galvanized exterior
sheet metal. A new option for was power mirrors. The 5. The rear seat arm rest were eliminated
from rear seat to make room for shoulder belts and pads were added to the wheel housings. For
, the R4 was renamed to the 4L The TBI throttle body injection system used on the Blazer's

standard 5. Standard on all engines was a lighter more powerful amp CS alternator. Two new
exterior colors, Brilliant Blue and Slate Metallic were offered. All power and torque figures are
pulled from GM factory service manual [ full citation needed ]. It was available only with a
four-speed automatic transmission. The full-size Blazer was discontinued for , replaced by the
Chevrolet Tahoe which featured a two-door and four-door body style. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. See also Chevrolet Blazer disambiguation Motor vehicle. Motor vehicle. Retrieved
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Griffin Wayne was in with his gorgeous Chevrolet Blazer. This well-restored Blazer, powered by
a built Chevy ci V8 stroker was backed up by a TH, and therein lay the problem. All the
necessary hardware and wiring was included. However, the TH transmission had become the
weak link in the powertrain system. Turbo s are notorious, especially in four wheel drives, for
taking out the rear sprag assembly. The biggest advantage of the 4L80E swap is its strength
and durability. In addition to the TCI 4L80E being a lot beefier than TH, it has been prepped with
valve body modifications that increased its cooling ability and improved shift characteristics.
The necessary shortening right of the 4L80E output shaft was performed with a cut-off wheel.
The cut and cleaned up transmission output shaft below is ready to accept the modified NP That
basically means it gets the good aftermarket performance clutches, with extra clutches in all the
clutch packs. It has the element sprag assembly, and our valve body kit has been installed too.
It also has the billet steel hub installed in it. Easy Job. The nice thing about the GM engines and
the TCI transmissions meant for them is that they bolt right up with no adapters needed. Luckily
for us, we had a couple of BendPak transmission jacks to help lift and steady the big chunk of
metal while we were working. The electronic harnesses are plug-and-play, and the new shifter
cable and bracket were a breeze to install. Flexible heat shielding is a part of the kit and was
used to encase the cable and bracket where they meet. Chief among the features that made this

TCI torque converter such a bonus for our application were furnace-brazed fins and turbine
spline reinforcement welds for greater strength and durability. The new converter also offered
heat-treated sprag races that will handle more stress and have a longer life. Special bearings
that help to reduce drag and increase the thrust capacity of the converter are also used. The old
male input shaft seen above in the NP gets replaced by the Advance Adapters spline input
shaft. With the new TCI 4L80E transmission in place and a gasket ready lower left , the NP with
its newly replaced input shaft lower right are ready to come together. After TCI does all the mod
work to the torque converter components, it is assembled and then the impeller is welded to the
front cover. The company follows up with rigorous testing before the converter hits the street,
too. Dial indicators on a rotating table are used to verify that the impeller body and pump drive
hub are running true. Every converter is also pressurized and leak tested, and then computer
balanced to eliminate drivetrain vibrations. Because the TCI LE is an electronically controlled
transmission, it offers a huge advantage when it comes to drivability and smooth operation. It is
what offers the driver customized control over the shift points, shift firmness, and shift speed.
So you could have programs for street, towing, and for off-road use, all in a single package. The
EZ-TCU package provides built-in diagnostics, and includes a transmission control unit,
hand-held display, and a wiring harness. The great thing is this system is incredibly easy to
install and use. We tucked the TCI EZ-TCU transmission control unit under the passenger-side
dash next to the transmission tunnel for easy access when it came time for plugging in for
programming. The only time you have to break out the handheld again is if you want to adjust
any settings. For shifting duties, we knew that the stock steering column-mounted shift lever
would have to go, but TCI had the answer. Its Outlaw Shifter was a perfect choice for the 4L80E
because of its electronically controlled automatic shifting characteristics and its manual
shifting option. The TCI Outlaw shifter handle featured an integrated two-button design to help
improve shifting. It also eliminated the need to run wires to the steering wheel or a custom
steering wheel for a paddle shifter. The contoured handle is also very comfortable. The best part
is that the Outlaw was easy to install, and included the cover, cable, and all hardware needed for
proper installation. For our application, installation entailed creating a custom sheet metal stand
here in the shop for the Outlaw. Holes were drilled in the floor atop the trans tunnel to
accommodate the mounting of this custom stand for the Outlaw shifter. The TCI Outlaw shifter
cover is made from steel and powdercoated in crinkle-pattern black, and not only neatly hides
and protects the shifter mechanism, but also the electrical and cable connections. One button
upshifts a gear, the other downshifts a gear. The stock transmission crossmember was re-used,
but due to the additional length of the new TCI 4L80E, it had to be relocated 3. That gets hooked
up to one of the toggle switches. The manual option puts the transmission in gear select. Then
the buttons provide electronically instantaneous shifts. Our in-house fab shop created the
custom stand above for the TCI Outlaw shifter. The side switches on the Outlaw were labeled
lower left during the assembly process to make wiring easier. Holes were drilled in the floor,
and then the Outlaw shifter and its custom riser stand were bolted lower right into place and all
hooked up. Adapting To The Times. Because the late-model, electronically controlled 4L80E
transmission was being hooked up to an early-model NP transfer case, alterations and an
adapter were needed to properly mate the two and make them work together. This was where
the greatest work and alterations came in to play during the transmission swap. It included an
adapter housing, new internal spline input shaft, input gear bearing, gaskets, seal, fastening
hardware, and instructions. The adapter also fit a factory GM transmission mount. If the GM NP
is equipped with a spline female input, the new spline input included in the kit will not be
needed. The transmission shifter brackets and cable were installed left , and then protected
right with heat-resistant wrap. First, the output shaft of the 4L80E automatic transmission had to
be shortened. This is not something to be done lightly, as you do not want to mess this up. The
output shaft must be cut to exactly 4. When replacing a TH automatic or a four-speed manual
transmission, the input bearing size on the NP must also be increased. The spline input gear is
a stock GM unit that was used on one-ton trucks only. Again, this is a job that, unless you have
the tools and skills, is best left to a professional machine shop. We had to reconfigure the stock
transfer case shift lever, so it would reach back 3. The 4-inch thick adapter housing came bolted
right to the back of the 4L80E, so that was no big deal. However, since the new transmission
was longer than the TH it replaced, the original transmission crossmember could be reused, but
needed to be moved rearward on the frame about 3. Of course, movement of the transfer case
position meant we needed new front and rear driveshafts. Careful measurements were made
and then new shafts were procured. We also had to alter the shift lever to the NP transfer case.
Careful measurements left were made for the new replacement driveshafts. Once the
driveshafts were in, we could do the custom work right needed to re-arrange the exhaust
crossover system that would have interfered with the rear driveshaft in its new position. It

seemed that we were almost done. Once the TCI 4L80E was fully installed and ready to drive, we
basically turned the hand-held programmer on, and then its Setup Wizard software walked us
through the steps to get it set up. Now came time for some test drives. Once everything is
installed and you are ready to run, you just turn it on and start answering a few questions. You
can create custom optional programs, and get trouble codes through the system. The system
worked beautifully. We could feel the difference in shift control and firmness immediately, and it
was lots of fun to work the Outlaw shifter and run th
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e new 4L80E through its bases in the old Blazer. It made the feel like a much larger engine too,
as it seemed that the power came on quicker through the TCI 4L80E than it had with the TH The
owner could not have been happier. Smooth shifting all the way through. Throw a switch and
you go from mild to wild, chirping the tires with precise shifts! This beast of a trans is quite the
chameleon. The owner of the Chevy Blazer expressed his satisfaction with the newly
transplanted TCI 4L80E by romping around in the dirt for us. We will safeguard your e-mail and
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